ABSTRACT: Bacterial biofilms are highly ordered, complex, dynamic material systems including cells, carbohydrates, and proteins. They are known to be resistant against chemical, physical, and biological disturbances. These superior properties make them promising candidates for next generation biomaterials. Here we investigated the morphological and mechanical properties (in terms of Young's modulus) of genetically-engineered bacterial amyloid nanofibers of Escherichia coli (E. coli) by imaging and force spectroscopy conducted via atomic force microscopy (AFM). In particular, we tuned the expression and biochemical properties of the major and minor biofilm proteins of E. coli (CsgA and CsgB, respectively). Using appropriate mutants, amyloid nanofibers constituting biofilm backbones are formed with different combinations of CsgA and CsgB, as well as the optional addition of tagging sequences. AFM imaging and force spectroscopy are used to probe the morphology and measure the Young's moduli of biofilm protein nanofibers as a function of protein composition. The obtained results reveal that genetically-controlled secretion of biofilm protein components may lead to the rational tuning of Young's moduli of biofilms as promising candidates at the bionano interface.
INTRODUCTION
Viral capsid proteins, 1,2 cage proteins, 3, 4 bacterial microcompartments, 5 filamentous bacteriophage coats, 6 bacterial flagella, 7 bacterial pili, 8 and amyloids 9 are the key self-assembled protein nanostructures. Among these, amyloid proteins are characterized as durable protein structures under harsh physical and chemical conditions such as low pH, extreme temperatures, or proteolysis. 10 Amyloids can be classified into two groups, namely, pathological amyloids 11 and functional amyloids. 12 Functional amyloids are those synthesized, mostly, by bacteria during the formation of the biofilm structures, 13 whereas pathological amyloids are formed as result of protein aggregation observed during neurodegenerative disease conditions.
14 Functional amyloids are a crucial part of biofilm structures as they form its backbone. Within the bacterial biofilm structure, functional amyloids are capable of forming long-range wire-like assemblies resulting in fibril networks. 15 Although biofilms are mostly associated with infectious disease conditions, functional amyloids forming these complex structures offer new capabilities and functionalities as a new generation of biomaterials with high durability and ease of functionalization through genetic engineering and protein engineering approaches. 16, 17 Deliberate utilization of biofilm proteins as functional materials is in its early stages. As such, there is a strong need to understand the mechanical, chemical, and biological properties of these systems for further utilization. 18 One of the unique opportunities presented by protein-based materials is the fact that their biochemical properties can be tuned through common protein engineering and genetic engineering practices. These practices can lead to the formation of well-controlled, tunable, regenerative material systems. 19−22 Biofilm formation is a common phenomenon for many bacteria including Escherichia coli (E. coli). E. coli biofilm forming proteins, namely, CsgA and CsgB, are controlled by an operon called the curli operon. Curli operon controls the biofilm formation under stress conditions and switches from planktonic phase into biofilm phase. During this phase switch, two major curli operon proteins forming the biofilm backbone and curli fibers, namely, CsgA and CsgB, are secreted and transported through the cell membrane with the help of accessory proteins CsgE, CsgF, and CsgG. 15 CsgB serves as the nucleator protein for CsgA to grow the fiber network. 23 Studies were carried out on the practical utilization of curli fibers. In a recent work, utilization of the curli fiber for programmed patterning of the nanomaterials was investigated, where the curli fiber forming CsgA protein was expressed from the cells in a programmed manner. 16 Fusion of curli fiber with well-known mussel adhesive proteins was demonstrated as an underwater adhesive application in a subsequent study. 21 These studies were promising toward understanding of the potential of the curli fibers and biofilm matrix as new generation biomaterials. Despite the few efforts discussed above, there is a need for a thorough characterization of biofilm protein backbones in order to realize their utilization as biomaterial elements for functional uses. Among the potential functional studies of biofilms, probing their mechanical properties is of particular importance. Atomic force microscopy (AFM), since its invention in 1986, 24 has been rapidly adopted by the biology community for the high-resolution imaging of biological materials as well as the measurement of associated mechanical properties via force spectroscopy. 25−29 The main advantage of AFM with respect to electron microscopy in biology research is the fact that it does not require vacuum to operate 30, 31 and thus may be used to study biological materials under ambient and liquid environments that correspond to near-native conditions, which in turn allows the samples to preserve their structure and functionality. For instance, AFM has been successfully used to study in highresolution individual cells, 32, 33 single proteins, 34 genetic material such as chromosomes, chromatinm and DNA, 35 and cell membranes, 36 among other biological materials. Moreover, via force−distance (FD) spectroscopy, AFM has been employed to differentiate between healthy and cancerous cells. 37 AFM-based FD spectroscopy can also be used to measure interactions between antibiotics and bacterial cell walls 38 as well as the elastic properties of individual cells. 39 Moreover, the recent development of high-speed AFM 40 now allows researchers to track biological processes 41 and measure mechanical properties of biological materials, 42 not only with outstanding resolution in space but also in time. On the other hand, AFM-based studies of mechanical properties associated with amyloid nanofibers are quite limited. 43 In particular, the strongly anisotropic mechanical properties of individual insulin amyloid nanofibers have been previously probed via FD experiments. 44, 45 FD experiments have also been employed to study the mechanical properties of biofilm-producing bacteria, but not the amyloid fibers forming the backbone of the biofilm itself. 46, 47 In the case of curli-based materials (such as bacterial functional amyloid nanofibers), mechanical properties of the final material assembly will be controlled by the CsgA and CsgB proteins forming the curli fibers. Based on this fact, upon adjusting the secretion of these proteins in a controlled manner, the associated Young's moduli of the amyloid nanofibers have been compared and contrasted via AFM in this study. Additionally, experiments have been conducted to understand the effect of fusing soft Linkers involving aromatic rings containing histidine tag with CsgA and CsgB proteins on Young's modulus. AFM imaging experiments also allowed a comparative and qualitative study of the morphology associated with the structures formed by specific amyloid nanofibers. Overall, the results reported here lead to the conclusion that curli fibers can be genetically tuned to provide stiffer or softer amyloid nanofiber structures. These findings support the idea of the utilization of curli fibers as protein polymers in functional applications aimed at forming composite materials with welldefined mechanical properties, which can be tuned easily via genetic engineering and protein engineering approaches.
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
2.1. Preparation of Genetic Constructs and Cloning of csgA and csgB. Gene fragments were amplified from genomic DNA of Escherichia coli DH5a. csgA gene fragments were amplified by using the primers listed in Table S1 in the Supporting Information. F1-R1 primers were used to amplify CsgA and F2-R2 primers were used to amplify CsgB; their sequences are listed in Table S2 in the Supporting Information. Recombinant gene fragments were cloned into pZaCmR-aTc-ribo vector and pZa-AmR-aTc-ribo vector with cut ligate method by using kpnI and mluI endonucleases (NEB). Recombinant plasmids were isolated with QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit. Plasmid constructs were sequence-verified by Genescript. In addition, csgA fragments amplified from Escherichia coli DH5a genome and soft Linker sequence (3xGGGS), TEV protease restriction site, and soft Linker sequence (GGGS) were added to 3′ prime of the wild type csgA gene with two PCR reactions. Then, PCR products were cloned into pET22b(+) expression vector. NcoI and XhoI (NEB) endonucleases were used in digestion reactions, and T4 ligase (NEB) enzyme was used in the ligation reaction. QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit was used to isolate plasmids, and they were verified by Genewiz. In order to clone csgB gene, csgA gene fragments were extracted from the new recombinant vector by using NcoI and KpnI (NEB) endonucleases. F3-R3 and F4-R4 primers were used to construct the modified CsgAM protein coding gene fragments, and cloning steps were achieved as described above. Genes coding for CsgBM protein was prepared using F5-R5 and F6-R6 primers. The sequence information on the primers is given in Table S1 .
2.2. Biofilm Formation Using Engineered Constructs. Our inducible synthetic circuits were transformed to E. coli MG1655 PRO ΔcsgBA ompR234 host strain. csgA and csgB genes were knocked out in this strain. For the starting culture, a single colony was inoculated to LB medium at 37°C for 16 h. For the induction of biofilm formation, anhydrotetracycline (aTc) or IPTG were added into M63 minimal medium supplemented with 1 mM MgSO 4 and 0.2% glucose, and cultures were grown at 30°C in 24-well plates without shaking for 3 days.
2.3. Congo Red Staining of Curli Structures. In order to assay the formation of the functional amyloids in situ, a single colony was inoculated into 3 mL of LB including relevant antibiotic and grown at 37°C for 16 h. Then, 0.34 mL of overnight culture was transferred into 10 mL of LB. Induction of curli fibers was performed with aTc (final concentration of 200 ng/μL) or IPTG (final concentration of 1 mM) for 24 h. A 900 μL aliquot of cell culture was mixed with 5X Congo red solution (final concentration of 25 μg/mL) and incubated for 30 min at room temperature. For the quantification of curli-bound Congo red (CR), cells were centrifuged at 14000 rpm for 5 min. The absorbance of 25 μg/mL CR was subtracted from the absorbance of supernatant at 480 nm (AbsCR OD480 ) and normalized for total cell concentration (AbsCR OD600 ). The calculation of the amount of CR bound cells and curli fibers was performed via the following expression: −AbsCR OD480 /AbsCR OD600 .
2.4. SEM Imaging of Curli Structures. After the formation of biofilms on 24-well plates, M63 minimal medium of the wells were removed. Cells were washed two times with phospahate-buffered saline (PBS). Then, cells were fixed on silicon wafer with 2.5% gluteraldehyde solution in PBS overnight at +4°C. After fixing cells, dehydration was performed via serial ethanol washing steps with increasing concentration. Samples were dried at room temperature and were sputtered with 5 nm Au/Pd alloy. FEI Quanta 200 FEG scanning electron microscopy was used for imaging.
2.5. AFM Imaging and Characterization of Young's Moduli of the Amyloid Nanofiber Structures. High-resolution imaging (in contact mode) and FD experiments were conducted under ambient conditions (temperature, 21 ± 1°C; relative humidity, 25 ± 5%) using a commercial AFM instrument (Nanomagnetics Inc.). A single AFM probe (Nanosensors PPP-CONTR) with a spring constant of 0.20 N/ m (determined via the Sader method 48 ) has been utilized for all experiments. The geometry of the AFM probe apex has been determined via scanning electron microscopy (SEM; see the Supporting Information). All samples have been prepared by dropcasting on freshly cleaved mica substrates and subsequent drying under ambient conditions. The experimental procedure associated with the use of FD curves toward the determination of Young's modulus values is explained in detail in the Supporting Information. In summary, a series of FD curves are acquired on each sample to be investigated, where curves acquired on the cells themselves and the mica substrate are used as control experiments. Each curve is linearly fitted, and the corresponding equivalent stiffness (with contributions from both the sample and the cantilever) was calculated. Indentation into the sample was determined by comparison with FD curves acquired on the hard mica substrate, and subsequently, force−indentation curves were extracted. To determine the Young's moduli from these data, the Hertzian contact model was used, taking into account the flat-ended geometry of the specific tip apex employed in the experiments.
2.6. Molecular Modeling of the Proteins. The CsgA and CsgB proteins and their derivatives with linker sequences are modeled via RaptorX web-based 3D protein structure prediction tool, which generates multiple structures. 49 Among the multiple structures generated by the Raptor X algorithm, the model that has the highest score, which also coincides with the previously generated model in the literature, was selected. 50 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 3.1. Morphology of Amyloid Nanofiber Structures. The route of secretion of the biofilm proteins and formation of the functional amyloid backbone is presented in Figure 1a . CsgA and CsgB proteins have different polymerization routes and different morphologies. We expect that these morphological and biochemical differences may lead to a change in overall mechanical properties of the fibers. In order to control the mechanical properties of biofilm protein fibers, one needs to understand the mechanical properties of individual fibers formed by CsgA and CsgB proteins and their "modified" versions. CsgA and CsgB proteins were modified by adding Linker molecules as described in the Supporting Information. The predicted molecular structures of CsgA and CsgB and their modified versions showed different structural features as presented in Figure 1b . It is also obvious that there is more structural disturbance in CsgB compared to CsgA upon the addition of the Linker molecule. This rough observation also gives a clue about variations in the Young's moduli of the protein fibers reported in this work.
In order to study the potential tunability of the Young's moduli of amyloid nanofibers associated with bacterial biofilms, a comparative study has been designed that involves three different groups of samples. We probe the change in the Young's modulus of the CsgA and CsgB proteins and their mixture (CsgAB) upon addition of soft Linker molecules as a tuning element to the E. coli (already knocked out of its native CsgA and CsgB proteins to constitute a control sample). In the native biofilm structure, CsgA and CsgB proteins are both found; however, in our case, to be able to tune the overall fiber properties in terms of Young's modulus, we need to understand the individual properties of the cell-secreted proteins. To do so, eight different samples have been generated, which are categorized into three different groups: Normal (CsgA, CsgB, and CsgAB), Linker-modif ied (CsgAM, CsgBM, and CsgAM-BM), and Complementary (CsgAM-B and CsgA-BM). All of these proteins were secreted into the extracellular space, and samples were investigated with SEM to validate the secretion of the proteins; related images are shown in Figure 1c . Functional amyloid formation is validated with a β-sheet specific dye molecule called Congo red (CR). 51 Quantitative Congo red assay experiments were performed to confirm the formation of curli fibrils produced by recombinant bacteria; the related results are shown in Figure 1d . All of these recombinant bacteria produce curli fibers to a greater extent than E. coli ΔcsgBA cells. CsgA, CsgBM, and CsgAM-CsgB samples produced a lower amount of curli fibers than the rest of the samples.
The schematics in Figures 2, 3 , and 4 depict the basic structure of the amyloid fibers which are composed of CsgA and CsgB proteins, shown as blue and green sheets, respectively, as well as silver dots linked to the protein sheet (where applicable), denoting the Linker sequences. The morphological characterization of the different samples has Figure 3 depict the morphology of the samples associated with the Linker-modif ied group While the nanofiber structures associated with the CsgAM (Figure 3d ) and CsgBM (Figure 3e ) samples resemble each other, with porous networks forming around the bacteria, the CsgAM-BM sample results in a much more continuous distribution of nanofibers on the substrate surface (Figure 3f) .
Lastly, panels c and d of Figure 4present the morphology of the samples in the Complementary group, where only one of the two proteins (CsgA or CsgB) is Linker-modif ied. As one can see in Figure 4c , the CsgAM-B sample features amyloid nanofibers bursting out of bacteria that form large-extent, porous networks. On the other hand, for the CsgA-BM sample shown in Figure 4d , the fibers have merged to form a continuous. long-range, film-like structure around the bacteria with very low porosity. It is to be noted that the mean values of the nanofiber height for each sample were determined as follows: CsgA (60 nm), CsgB (13.5 nm), CsgAB (9 nm), CsgAM (5 nm), CsgBM (12.5 nm), CsgAM-BM (17.5 nm), CsgAM-B (12.5 nm), and CsgA-BM (7.5 nm). On the other hand, no significant correlation between different types of samples and associated heights has been found in the context of expected fiber structure.
3.2. Tunable Young's Modulus of Amyloid Nanofiber Structures. Following the investigation of the morphology associated with amyloid nanofiber structures via AFM imaging as described in the previous section, multiple FD spectroscopy experiments have been performed on each of the investigated samples to extract mean Young's modulus (E mean ) and standard error of the mean (SEM) values (for details of the measurement procedure, please see the Supporting Information; indentation points on amyloid nanofibers are demonstrated on a sample of AFM images in Figure S4 ). The results of these experiments are summarized in Table 1 and Figure 5 , which shows histograms of Young's moduli for each sample group (Normal, Linker-modif ied, and Complementary). Figure 5a was prepared using two-way ANOVA's comparisons of CsgA, CsgAM, CsgB, CsgBM, and CsgAB samples. Figure 5b was prepared using one-way ANOVA's comparisons of CsgAB, CsgAM-B, CsgA-BM, and CsgAM-BM samples.
The values reported in Table 1 and Figure 5 reveal that the rational tuning of the mechanical properties of the amyloid nanofibers in terms of stiffness (as assessed by E mean ) can be achieved via genetic engineering. The first four samples in Table 1 are the main constituents from which the rest of the samples are constructed, as they are stand-alone CsgA and CsgB proteins in their Normal and Linker-modif ied versions (CsgA, CsgB, CsgAM, and CsgBM). The remaining samples in Table 1 (CsgAB, CsgAM-BM, CsgAM-B, and CsgA-BM) are the resultants of combinations involving the first four samples. One of the most important observations that can be made based on the measurements is that each sample that results from a combination of two proteins features a Young's modulus value that is larger than the individual Young's modulus values of its constituents. For instance, the E mean value for CsgAB (11.6 MPa) is higher than the E mean value for both CsgA (9.5 MPa) and CsgB (10.0 MPa). The same is true also for CsgAM-BM (14.8 MPa vs 8.4 and 13.9 MPa), CsgAM-B (10.4 MPa vs 8.4 and 10.0 MPa), and, most significantly, for CsgA-BM (18.9 MPa vs 9.5 and 13.9 MPa), demonstrating that mechanically stiffer nanofibers can be deliberately obtained by combined secretion of major and minor proteins.
Additionally, it is interesting to note that the Normal group of samples shows a slightly increasing trend in the mean values of Young's modulus when progressing from CsgA, to CsgB, and to CsgAB. The increasing trend in the mean values of Young's modulus is seen to be preserved in the case of Linker-modif ied versions of the Normal samples (CsgAM, CsgBM, and CsgAM-BM). However, for all observations made in this section regarding mechanical properties, the statistical significance of the associated differences in Young's moduli need to be considered together with standard error of mean values, as discussed in section 3.3 and Figure 5 .
As clearly demonstrated by the results of AFM force spectroscopy experiments presented so far, the mechanical properties of the amyloid nanofibers forming bacterial biofilms can be genetically tuned via the controlled secretion of proteins CsgA and CsgB, as well as the optional Linker-modification process. A discussion of the related observations is presented in section 3.3.
3.3. Discussion of Tunable Mechanical Properties of Amyloid Nanofiber Structures. As demonstrated above, the mechanical properties of engineered biofilm structures can be tuned by controlling the expression of CsgA and CsgB proteins individually. This is also in good agreement with previous observations claiming that the secretion of CsgA and CsgB proteins individually changes the final morphology of biofilm structures according to the Congo red staining results. 52 However, as seen in Figure 5a , we observed that there is not a significant difference between the mechanical properties of individual fibrils of CsgA and CsgB and their combination, CsgAB. The Young's modulus values of CsgA and CsgB nanofibers are similar which is not surprising considering their high sequence homology. These two proteins have similar assembly characteristics and similar structural features, as reported earlier. The molecular models of these proteins also support this conclusion (Figure 1b) . As structural features are expected to dictate the mechanical properties of protein polymers, the experimentally observed similarity in the Young's modulus values of CsgA and CsgB is not surprising. Interestingly, the addition of CsgB to the CsgA protein and the formation of the native form of the biofilm backbone (CsgAB) does not cause a significant change in mechanical properties when compared to the mechanical properties of CsgA protein fibers, either (Figure 5a ). Following these observations, we genetically fused a Linker sequence to the CsgA protein (to obtain CsgAM) and a significant increase or change in its Young's modulus value was not noted (Figure 5a ). On the other hand, fusing the same Linker sequence to the CsgB protein (to obtain CsgBM) triggered a statistically significant change in the Young's modulus, suggesting that the modified CsgB protein can play a key role in controlling the Young's modulus of the biofilm backbone formed by amyloid nanofibers (Figure 5a ). To test this hypothesis, we compared the mechanical properties of the CsgAB nanofibers to the nanofibers obtained by replacing the native CsgA and CsgB with their Linker-modif ied versions. The results as given in Figure 5b , which shows that replacing the CsgA with its modified version CsgAM in the CsgAB backbone does not lead to a significant change in the mechanical properties of the final nanofiber structure, which is in agreement with our previous comparison: CsgA vs CsgAM. Replacing CsgB with its modified version CsgBM, on the other hand, results in a dramatic increase in the Young's modulus of the resulting CsgA-BM, which is statistically significant. Utilization of CsgAM along with CsgBM results in an increase of the Young's modulus value of the modified nanofiber structures (CsgAM-BM) when compared to the initial backbone (CsgAB), as well. Although this change is statistically significant, the Young's modulus is smaller compared to that of CsgA-BM. Moreover, it is observed that samples involving CsgBM result in higher Young's modulus values when compared to their counterparts involving CsgB. In particular, nanofiber structures formed by CsgA-BM are stiffer than those formed by CsgAB (18.9 MPa vs 11.6 MPa) and nanofiber structures formed by CsgAM-BM are stiffer than those formed by CsgAM-B (14.8 MPa vs 10.4 MPa). All of these results suggest that the Linker-modif ied CsgB protein (CsgBM) plays a key role in controlling the mechanical properties of the amyloid nanofiber structures.
It was previously reported that CsgB is crucial for the biofilm formation in E. coli as it plays a critical role during hierarchical self-assembly as a seeding molecule for CsgA. 53, 54 Our findings demonstrate that structural modification of the CsgB protein via Linker molecules can be used to significantly tune the mechanical properties of the resulting biofilm proteins. On the other hand, it is observed via Figure 3e that CsgBM by itself cannot form continuous biofilm backbone structures with high homogeneity. As such, there is a need to use it with the CsgA protein (in its normal or linker-modified states) to make robust biofilm backbone assemblies with continuous (as opposed to porous) morphologies (see Figure 3f and Figure 4d) .
It is very crucial at this point to clarify the potential physical reasons behind our observation of MPa-range Young's modulus values for the amyloid fibers in our study. While Young's modulus values in our study agree very well with several other works in the literature, 43, 44, 55 it is to be noted that there are other studies that report Young's modulus values in the GParange for amyloid fibers, performed via various nanoindentation schemes. 45,56−59 Thereby, a subtle structural difference that would discriminate amyloid fibers exhibiting Young's moduli in the MPa-range from the ones in the GPa-range is to be noted. Specifically, the amyloids with Young's modulus values in the GPa-range seem to exhibit mostly defect-free, straight, tubular structures of defined diameters and packing geometries along their axial contours. 45,56−59 That structural characteristic seems to be missing in the studies reporting MPa-range values for Young's moduli: The amyloid fibers with Young's modulus values in the MPa-range aggregate in more irregular and branched structures. 43, 44, 55 The influence of these structural characteristics on measured mechanical stiffness is, for instance, evident in two separate works focusing on insulin amyloid fibers which report significantly different values for Young's modulus (5−50 MPa vs ∼3 GPa), whereby the fibers featuring more irregular structures also exhibit smaller Young's modulus values. 44, 45 Therefore, when the highly branched and morphologically irregular structures formed by the bacterial amyloid nanofibers in our study are taken into account, the observation of MPa-range Young's modulus values is to be expected. Finally, as described in the literature, the additional constraints needed for packing longer and longer fibers may result in the destabilization of the whole amyloid structures, enabling preferential fractures to occur and thereby resulting in the growth of branched/aggregated fiber morphologies. 55 It is to be expected that these structural defects would result in mechanical weakening, in exchange for increased branching and aggregation ability.
CONCLUSIONS
Bacterial biofilms are typically characterized as being involved in invasive microbial growth since they help microbial communities to sustain their states for longer time periods under harsh conditions. Bacterial functional amyloid nanofibers form the backbone of the biofilms in E. coli. The nanofibers are composed of two proteins: CsgA and CsgB. Functional amyloid nanofibers are large hierarchical self-assembled complexes. These protein complexes can be reprogrammed for biomedical and biotechnological applications. However, there is a lack of knowledge regarding the mechanical and biochemical aspects of the potential utilization of these proteins. Recently, there is a growing interest in controlling cellular function through mechanical signals. Developing new material systems with tunable mechanical properties will lead to the development of a new generation of biomaterials and scaffolds. Previously, nanofiber forming capacity of the bacterial biofilm proteins have been utilized in nanomaterial templating and growth. 16, 17 Given that protein-based nanoassemblies are promising candidates to be utilized as hybrid nanomaterials, 60 bacterial biofilm protein can be used as new generation interfaces to synthesize long-range nanofibers of many different materials. In this study, we aimed to fill the gap with respect to our tuning capability regarding the mechanical stiffness of CsgA-and CsgB-enabled large protein assemblies, i.e., amyloid nanofibers.
The results presented here demonstrate that (i) the Linkermodified CsgB protein can play a crucial role in controlling the mechanical properties of the resulting amyloid nanofiber structures and (ii) the CsgA protein (in its Normal or Linkermodified states) is needed for forming continuous, large-extent amyloid nanofiber structures. In essence, here we proposed a route to control the mechanical properties of bacterial functional amyloid nanofibers, which can be employed, for instance, as a scaffold for tissue engineering or as nanowires for future applications in materials science and nanotechnology.
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